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Annual investment outlook and strategic positioning   

“It was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the age of wisdom, it was the age of foolishness, it was the 

epoch of belief, it was the epoch of incredulity, it was the season of light, it was the season of darkness, it was the spring 

of hope, it was the winter of despair.” Charles Dickens’ opening line of lends itself to describe the 

post-pandemic world we live in. 

 

Macro outlook: a tale of two cycles  

 

In today's report, we take a broader view on the macro out-

look – and Dickens’ 19th century novel intro sums up the cur-

rent situation very well: there are, for example, deep societal 

rifts, distrust, and misinformation on the one hand, but 

astounding scientific and technological progress on the other. 

And the world economy seems to have finally turned the page 

on anemic growth and deflation risks. But financial markets 

may be less than thrilled, as they seem to have embarked on a 

cycle of their own. In this context, we look at what the dichot-

omy implies for long-term investors and outline the strategic 

adjustments we decided to implement going into 2022 as a 

principal investor of the LGT Group Endowment, or Princely 

Strategy.  

 

Financial markets have always led the economic cycle by antici-

pating and pricing changes before official statistics could re-

flect them. But the head-start usually amounts to a few 

months and is thus compatible with the notion of a synchro-

nous cycle. Now, that may no longer be the case: while the 

global economy is finally shifting gears, financial markets seem 

already too saturated to fully soak it in, leaving investors in a 

two-speed world that is challenging to navigate. 

 

Real economy 

 

A reflationary expansion is our base case for the years to come, 

with higher economic growth and rising (but not rampant) in-

flation. Policy stimulus will be reined in very tentatively, leaving 

real rates low and debt levels high. Large-scale investments and 

high-speed innovation hold the promise of solving pressing 

problems and boosting productivity.  

 

Financial markets 

 

After more than a decade of stellar investment returns, market 

metrics tell the tale of a mature financial cycle. While the eco-

nomic expansion generally supports risky assets, the transition 

from a liquidity- to a growth-driven regime is therefore likely to 

be bumpy and fraught with volatility. More frequent rotations 

and intermittent corrections could become hallmarks of the 

next phase. 

 

 

 

Sustainable and well-diversified growth-

oriented asset allocation    

 

We recommend staying the course with a growth-oriented 

portfolio geared toward risk premia that are still relatively at-

tractive and that can be enhanced by skill-based alpha genera-

tion. Listed financial assets should be selected with a strong fo-

cus on sustainable quality, and private market commitments 

should be added based on their ability to create value.  

 

Assets with inherent inflation-protecting properties also de-

serve their place, and we advocate holding overall portfolio du-

ration short.  

 

Graph 1 

Equity returns: 2021 was another exceptional year 

(MSCI net total return indices, annualized returns)  

 
* Hedged in USD. Source: LGT Capital Partners 
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We suggest substituting traditional fixed income with alterna-

tive lending strategies, as well as emerging market debt that 

includes frontier markets.  

 

To further diversify, liquid alternative strategies should be in-

cluded for their uncorrelated returns and to provide different 

exposures in changing market regimes; features that should ul-

timately help to cushion the potential downside for the portfo-

lio. Anti-cyclical buying should best be institutionalized in the 

investment process to capitalize on temporary market disloca-

tions in the future.  

 

The global economy: leaping into  

expansion 

 

Ironically, it took one of the deepest recessions in history to lift 

the global economy to higher ground. In the aftermath of the 

Great Financial Crisis (“GFC”), much of the world had been 

mired in anemic growth, dithering at the brink of a deflation-

ary slump.  

Meanwhile, policy stimulus was dispensed in a piece-meal fash-

ion and only to avert the worst, a period that was dubbed as 

“muddling through.” The pandemic seems to have changed 

that. The confluence of uninhibited government spending, 

pent-up consumer demand and revived animal spirits has jolted 

the world economy into a reflationary expansion that may well 

last beyond the initial rebound phase (note: "muddling 

through" and reflationary expansion are specific scenarios from 

our scenario landscape, based on which we set our strategic 

asset allocation, see page 6).  

For the years ahead, we will likely see stronger economic 

growth linger, and higher, albeit largely contained, inflation 

rates. The risks to this base case lie in a fallback to pre-pan-

demic doldrums or, conversely, in an overheating with a late 

but abrupt policy tightening. 

 

Technology undoubtedly plays a pivotal role in shaping our fu-

ture. Innovation is also what drives overall productivity, a key 

factor in determining an economy’s growth potential. In that 

regard, we may well live in the best of times. The pandemic’s 

“stay-at-home” orders have triggered an unparalleled private 

IT-infrastructure build-out.  

In addition, vast sums in fiscal spending plans have been ear-

marked for the transition towards a greener economy, for clas-

sic infrastructure and for basic research and development.  

Digitalization is connecting and integrating the world while de-

carbonization goals boost renewable energy and resource effi-

ciency, creating new opportunities for companies to innovate 

and prosper. Naturally, these major shifts may bring frictions 

too: scarcity of critical materials and skills, for instance, or the 

risk of stranded assets, as well as misguided investments in a 

rapidly changing world. 

Graph 2 

A tale of two cycles: ages apart 

(Historical range are percentiles last 40 years; economic cycle measures by output gap as proxy) 

   

 
 

Output gap = actual gross domestic product (GDP) vs. potential GDP; current as of October 2021.  
Source: Refinitiv, LGT Capital Partners 

 Graph 3 

"Roaring Twenties?"  

(Nominal GDP growth rates, historic and expected*, YoY in %)  

 
 

Source: Refinitiv, LGT Capital Partners 
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But the biggest risk to the upbeat economic outlook comes 

from an old acquaintance: debt. Largely ignored as of late, the 

(future) costs of accumulating too much debt continue to tally 

up. Central banks have become instrumental in holding these 

costs down, diluting their formal independence from govern-

ment treasuries and softening their stance on guaranteeing 

price stability. Lessening the debt burden will require lower real 

rates for longer, and likely increase taxes and other levies over 

the coming years.  

The debt issue is most imminent in China, however, where a 

credit cycle took off just as the West experienced a crunch. 

Now, Beijing is burdened with the delicate balancing act of re-

ducing the cost of housing and indebtedness under its plan for 

“common prosperity” while at the same time avoiding a “hard 

landing” in its raving property and ailing banking sectors. 

 

Financial markets: extending a mature 

cycle  

 

This time, it really was different. The downturn of 2020 was 

deep but brief, and the economic fallout backstopped by gov-

ernments. Consequently, any potential financial imbalances 

built up during the previous eleven-year bull-run were not 

washed out. If anything, they were exacerbated as the incum-

bent market regime went into overdrive.  

That is why, today, we find ourselves facing investment choices 

ridden with late-cycle issues, despite an apparently early stage 

of expansion for the real economy. Top-line growth will likely 

continue to support asset prices, although rising costs could 

erode profit margins, and valuations – at times already rich – 

are susceptible to bouts of volatility. Monetary policy will likely 

stay accommodative and thus underpin easy financing condi-

tions. Nonetheless, it might eventually have to lean against ris-

ing inflationary pressures and tighten policy.  

One trait of these mature markets is that they are probably 

highly prone to changes in liquidity conditions. Although policy 

stimulus will be withdrawn only gradually, a small rise in rates, 

for instance, will likely have a much bigger effect on financial 

markets than on the real economy. 

 

 

Ultra-low yields and an extended maturity profile have, by defi-

nition, raised the duration of fixed income as an asset class. In-

terest rate sensitivity has presumably risen in other market seg-

ments as well, although the mechanics here are less 

straightforward.  

 

But with secular growth stories and investors hunting for yield 

for more than a decade, larger parts of the equity market may 

be vulnerable to changes in base rates. The good news is that – 

if the change comes on the heels of a roaring economic expan-

sion – it could be more of a healthy rotation of styles and re-

gions rather than broad-based weakness. 

 

 

While valuations in some high-growth areas may face head-

winds, the fundamental environment remains as strong as ever 

in our age of innovation. Venture capital seeks out and nur-

tures both the next disruptors of existing industries and the 

leaders in emerging fields. Public offerings have increasingly 

been met with great expectations, but by many metrics we are 

still a long way from the hyperbole of the heady 1990s. 

The companies that are being brought to market nowadays are 

more mature and often backed by professional private equity 

firms that may even opt to keep a stake in the listed entity.  

The broader popularity of venture investments has recently led 

to a boom in so-called SPACs, blank-check public companies 

Graph 4 

Reinventing productivity  

(Productivity, public spending, investments, G7*, YoY in %)  

 
 

G7 (ranked by nominal GDP) = USA, Japan, Germany, UK, France, Italy, Canada.  
Source: Refinitiv, Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, Standard & 
Poor's, LGT Capital Partners 

 

Graph 5 

But too tired to party?   

(Select financial market metrics in different market phases)  

 
 

Source: Refinitiv, Bank of America Merrill Lynch, LGT Capital Partners 

 

Graph 6 

Sense and sensitivity  

(Global fixed income duration and rate-sensitive share of US 

equities)  

 
 

Source: Refinitiv, LGT Capital Partners 
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with the purpose to acquire a privately held firm for its share-

holders. The initial euphoria has already cooled, however; a 

welcome development for the potential longevity of the bull 

market.  

 

The Princely Strategy's asset allocation 

approach 

 

Optimal portfolio construction has always been challenging, 

and the endeavor is now further complicated by diverging cy-

cles. In today’s environment, macro-economic developments 

may not always translate into financial markets the way one 

has come to expect. For example, strong nominal growth may, 

at times, fail to boost risk assets if concerns over already lofty 

valuations and rising rates dominate. Or the negative equity-

bond correlation may no longer hold in an environment in 

which elevated inflation is perceived to hurt both asset classes.  

Therefore, our risk and return assumptions, while generally still 

optimistic, needed adjustments to account for changing sensi-

tivities, rising volatility and shifting co-movement patterns in 

this two-speed world. For the LGT Group Endowment (graph 

8, next page), we have implemented the following core convic-

tions and portfolio measures to position ourselves for the com-

ing years: 

▪ Maintain exposure to equity risk premia, but integrate a 

defensive tilt by focusing on sustainable quality. This focus 

is applied both in the selection of securities or co-invest-

ments, as well as when mandating external best-in-class 

managers. 

 

▪ Maintain exposure to private markets for their extra return 

on illiquidity, complexity and skill. Access technology and 

innovation through commitments to seasoned partners in 

venture capital. 

 

▪ Include flexible strategies that provide varying exposures 

depending on the prevailing market regime. Liquid alter-

native strategies, with both systematic and discretionary 

approaches, capture existing and emerging price trends as 

well as relative value and other alpha opportunities over a 

vast area of global financial markets. 

▪ Keep portfolio duration short. As a growth portfolio, the 

Endowment has only a small quota of G7 government 

bonds and has replaced much of the high-yielding bond 

allocation with private debt and alternative lending strate-

gies. 

 

▪ Emerging market sovereign debt that includes frontier 

markets is a yield-enhancing portfolio addition that also 

provides diversification across diverse economic develop-

ment stages and different business cycles. 

 

▪ Include assets with inherent inflation-protecting properties 

such as infrastructure, real estate or the equity of compa-

nies with strong pricing power. Consider the inclusion of 

inflation-linked bonds and gold as additional inflation 

hedges for the portfolio. 

 

▪ Add alternative diversification to the portfolio that does 

not solely rely on negative equity-bond correlations. For 

that purpose, we implemented a dynamic protection pro-

gram as a portfolio overlay. The program systematically 

trades in many different asset categories and liquid instru-

ments. 

 

▪ Institutionalize anti-cyclical deep-value buying on volatility 

spikes and market dislocations. To that end, the Endow-

ment has set up a monitor that provides ‘buy’ signals on 

various asset classes, if and when value opportunities 

arise. Periodic and ad-hoc portfolio rebalancing is an addi-

tional anti-cyclical measure. 

 

LGT Capital Partners has been managing and investing a com-

bined portfolio of traditional and alternative investments, the 

LGT Group Endowment, for 23 years. Today, this strategy has 

more than USD 17 billion in assets under management (includ-

ing shareholder, staff and client investments).  

The Group Endowment’s investment mandate is to achieve 

sustainable long-term asset growth with moderate volatility. To 

this end, we developed our proprietary strategic asset alloca-

tion methodology  

At its core, scenario planning ensures diversification of attrac-

tive risk premia across global investable markets. Institutions 

and families who have preserved and developed wealth over 

generations are well aware of the central role of diversification. 

They have gone through times of war, inflation, depression, 

and may have even witnessed confiscation of assets.  

We are convinced that diversification is a fundamental concept 

for long-term investors. LGT Group currently invests around 

USD 3 billion in this strategy, along with substantial capital 

from the key investment professionals of LGT Capital Partners, 

allowing for significant alignment of interests with clients. 

 

END OF REPORT 

  

Graph 7 

Rational exuberance 

(Number of IPOs and sales/market cap multiple)   

 
 

IPO = Initial Public Offerings. *SPACS = Special Purpose Acquisition Companies  
Source: Refinitiv, LGT Capital Partners 
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Graph 8 

How we invest our money 

(Strategic asset allocation of the LGT Group Endowment) 

 

 
 

Source: LGT Capital Partners 
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Strategic scenario landscape  

 

Our SAA (graph 8) is based on a set of macro scenarios that we review annually and adjust, reclassify, or sometimes replace, as deemed 

necessary, toward the end of each year. Below we provide an overview of the current scenarios and comment on the changes.  

 

 

LGT Capital Partners: tactical asset allocation  

 

The tactical asset allocation (TAA) is set quarterly with a time horizon of up to six months. The table shows our current positioning ver-

sus the strategic allocation (SAA) of the LGT Group Endowment, or Princely Strategy, for 2022.  

  

▪ Equities: neutral overall positioning, tilted in favor of the developed markets  

▪ Fixed income: underweight, with emerging markets and high yield still favored over investment grade       

▪ Alternatives and currencies: long positions in gold and the USD against the EUR, underweight in EM currencies  

 
Reference portfolio: LGT GIM Balanced (USD). The TAA is valid for all similar portfolios but various restrictions or liquidity considerations can lead to deviations in implementation. In currencies, “others" 

represents indirect exposures resulting from unhedged positions in markets against the base currency. * Includes global government, inflation-linked and corporate bonds. 
 
Important information: This marketing material was issued by LGT Capital Partners Ltd., Schützenstrasse 6, CH-8808Pfäffikon, Switzerland and/or its affiliates (hereafter "LGT CP") with the greatest of care 
and to the best of its knowledge and belief. LGT CP provides no guarantee with regard to its content and completeness and does not accept any liability for losses that might arise from making use of this 
information. The opinions expressed in this marketing material are those of LGT CP at the time of writing and are subject to change at any time without notice. If nothing is indicated to the contrary, all 
figures are unaudited. This marketing material is provided for information purposes only and is for the exclusive use of the recipient. It does not constitute an offer or a recommendation to buy or sell finan-
cial instruments or services and does not release the recipient from exercising his/her own judgment. The recipient is in particular recommended to check that the information provided is in line with his/her 
own circumstances with regard to any legal, regulatory, tax or other consequences, if necessary with the help of a professional advisor. This marketing material may not be reproduced either in part or in full 
without the written permission of LGT CP. It is not intended for persons who, due to their nationality, place of residence, or any other reason are not permitted access to such information under local law. 
Neither this marketing material nor any copy thereof may be sent, taken into or distributed in the United States or to U. S. persons. Every investment involves risk, especially with regard to fluctuations in 
value and return. Investments in foreign currencies involve the additional risk that the foreign currency might lose value against the investor's reference currency. It should be noted that historical returns and 
financial market scenarios are no guarantee of future performance. © LGT Capital Partners 2022. All rights reserved. Picture on title page: Quentin Massys (Löwen 1466-1530 Antwerp), detail from "The 
Tax Collectors", after 1501 © LIECHTENSTEIN. The Princely Collections, Vaduz-Vienna 

SAA
 

Short-term investments 0.0%

Investment grade bonds* 23.0%

High yield bonds 5.0%

Emerging market bonds 7.0%

Global defensive 7.5%

Global developed 26.5%

North America OW

Europe OW

Japan OW

Emerging Asia 5.0%

Listed private equity 5.0%

Liquid alternatives 15.0%

Insurance-linked securities 4.0%

Real estate (REITs) 5.0%

Gold 0.0%

SAA
USD 90.0%

EUR 0.0%

CHF 0.0%

NOK 0.0%

Others 10.0%C
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